Securing the Modern Workplace
Solutions from Wipro and Microsoft to
simplify and strengthen protections for
work wherever it happens

Ask employees which task they do the most
often in a workday and ‘logging in’ will likely be
their answer. It’s easy to understand why, as
enterprise systems typically require a separate
login for each session and each device, although
this is often confusing for users.
The login burden is growing as enterprises use
more apps in the cloud and support more remote
and mobile access by employees. This may be
why users are tempted to reuse passwords, even
though it presents a security risk. A survey of
Americans conducted by Harris Poll found that
52% of people reuse passwords across multiple
accounts.
A modern security design is also a factor in
protecting the increased use of online
collaboration and information sharing tools.
In this case, security measures are needed to
prevent users from unauthorized sharing that
leaks sensitive business or personal data.

Wipro Services for a Modern Workplace
Wipro’s Modern Workplace services and
Microsoft technologies give users a simpler
access experience while strengthening your
measures for protecting data and applications.
Wipro’s solution for user access and identity
provides a simpler experience for on-premises
and cloud applications.
Security and compliance management services
for Microsoft 365 applications support secure
collaboration and prevent data leaks

Features
Wipro also offers broader security services
including consulting, integration and
management that address the unique
applications, data, user profiles, and work
activity of your business.
Consulting and architecture services
offer risk assessment, security
architecture design and guidance for
solution deployment roadmaps.
System integration services cover
design, implementation, migration,
testing, and production rollout of
identity, access, endpoints, and
information security solutions.

Technology transformation and
consolidation services allow customers
to fully leverage Microsoft 365
Enterprise and reduce risks, technical
complexity and cost. These services also
enhance the user experience across
security services such as single sign-on,
multifactor authentication, endpoint
protection, cloud access security broker
(CASB), email security, information
protection, user and entity behavior
analytics (UEBA), e-discovery, and
risk-based authentication.

Key Technologies
Microsoft Azure Active Directory
Azure Active Directory is an
enterprise-class identity service that
manages access by users and devices to
applications and data in Azure. It also
supports the seamless access needed
for single sign-on.
Microsoft Azure Information Protection
Use Azure Information Protection to
control and help secure email,
documents and sensitive data shared
by users. Policy-based classification,
persistent protection and tracking
features help protect shared data
on-premises or in the cloud.
Integration with Microsoft 365 helps
users when they make classification
choices for documents and files.
Microsoft Cloud App Security
Security teams use Microsoft Cloud App
Security for its visibility, data control
and analytics functions to help identify
and combat cyber threats across
multiple cloudservices.
Microsoft Endpoint Manager
Microsoft Endpoint Manager is an
integrated solution for managing mobile
devices, desktop computers, virtual
machines, devices, and servers. It
combines the capabilities of Microsoft
Configuration Manager and Intune to
manage user access through
registration and assignment of security
policies to devices.

Microsoft 365 Security Center and
Microsoft 365 Compliance Center
Two solutions, Microsoft 365 Security
Center and Microsoft 365 Compliance
Center, offer specialized workspaces for
teams to monitor and manage security
across Microsoft identities, data,
devices, apps, and infrastructure.
These solutions are integrated across
Microsoft 365 services and provide
actionable insights to help reduce risks
and safeguard data and apps.
Windows Virtual Desktop
Running on Azure, Windows Virtual
Desktop is a comprehensive Windows
10 desktop virtualization service with
simplified management and built-in
security and compliance features.

Wipro offers value-added solutions and services
that simplify, expedite and seamlessly
implement solutions for the modern workplace
using Microsoft security technologies. Our
IP-based accelerators help with seamless and
rapid application onboarding into Azure Active
Directory. We also provide managed security
services through our global cyber defense
centers.
As an Azure Expert Managed Services Partner
and a Microsoft Gold Global System Integrator
Partner, Wipro offers its customers security
experts and analysts who are skilled in
Microsoft security solutions. Wipro has also
been designated as a Microsoft Security Center
of Excellence for our elevation of employee
skills and support for solving key security
challenges in the lab.
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,

strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 175,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots to build
a better and a bold new future.

For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com

